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Mercury ingress Libra October 7th 3:57 AM
Full Moon Aries Sunday October 16th 12:24 AM
Venus ingress Sagittarius October 18th 3:02 AM

Sun Scorpio ingress Saturday October 22nd 7:47 PM
Jupiter in Libra quincunx Neptune Pisces Sunday October 23rd 9:34 AM

Mercury ingress Scorpio October 24th 4:47 PM
Neptune retrograde in Pisces throughout cycle
Uranus retrograde in Aries through out cycle

Next new Moon in Scorpio Sunday October 30th 1:39 PM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".
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P
eople are needed to expedite an agenda and so partnerships are set up. In some instances
existing partnerships are recharged. The realized solution being team work triggers some
to look optimistically toward involving others. The taste of accomplishment will motivate

some as they feel they are able to achieve a particular desired outcome. Conversation and ideas
will be restricted to what is relevant and doable. Rules are in place in the minds of some so these
must be understood by all involved. A new or recharged partnership situation can bring some
individuals back to life, they experience a bold courage and are ready to go after what they
desire. This can cause some to be more aggressive than usual as typically they may be rather
docile. New ideas can be charged and acted upon however there is a caution not to overly assume
the degree to which others are on the same page. Existing partnerships on the other hand can be
more profitable in terms of being realistic as to what they can do and what they can accomplish.
The ongoing break down and altering of public social systems has persisted to the extend that
new ways of creating opportunities and work are in dire need. Now through partnership efforts
these new ideas and efforts can make a difference.

The motivation to do something, good something better, for the Earth is supported by those who
take action. Real activity is underway to reverse and/or rescue organic life which has been
abused and harmed. The need to rise the bar in terms of commitment has occurred and is now
actively being addressed. There is tremendous concern for species suffering, who have been
defenseless in the affects of greedy selfish world management groups who have been able to
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mostly remain hidden. Much of the reverse in actions is due to the release of information outside
propaganda mechanics of so called main stream journalism. As many get caught the public is in
disbelief and struggles to comprehend the degree to which they have been fooled. Some remain
in rigid denial. The big lessen here is for the individual to come to terms with their own naivety
and to accept that they have blindly accepted a false authority. Lying is cheep, anyone can do it.
It's not that people lied to you on purpose, they likely thought they were telling you good things.
Did they know they were lied to first? Likely not. So it's not about blame. The question is how
can I correct this, how can I let life know that I appreciate being apart of the harmony and love
which has sustained organic creature hood to this point? There is great healing and compassion
for life being felt right now as well. The thing is the individual must stop being naive and wimpy
in their acceptance of authorities who soil life and take whatever they want simple by having for
a long time lied about their intentions, they lied to you. Tell the Earth how you feel, for example.
Ask her how she needs to be acknowledged. Love yourself is also a biggie. And not to forget we
have great power in our will. If we did not have such great value we would have long ago been
dispelled and removed. The trine between Mars in Capricorn and Ceres in Taurus supported by
the upheaval indicated by Pluto transiting Capricorn are good indicators that warriors are alive
and doing noble and good things for the themselves and the Earth. Also include Uranus in Aries
which has been freeing the individual warrior since 2011. The ideal method now and throughout
the next year is through partnership and the ideal partnership starts with each individual's
partnership with the Earth.

Delusion and fantasy is being busted all over the place. If one is shocked at what reality is
showing them perhaps they didn't notice something before? Or is just that this was hidden to the
individual who unknowingly confused delusion with absolute truth? Take note absolute cannot
be known absent of the individual being well aware that all is energy and even more pivotal
knowing thought creates. In other words absolute truth springs from the evolved awareness that
thought creates. Without this knowledge the individual lives in varying states of oblivion. And
now that delusion is being revealed and busted many are being called to admit and accept an
ignorance that was previously unknown. In cases of being surprised by one's on going naivety as
such it is perhaps a good idea to focus and prioritize one's health. There are great powers
available to the individual who can evolve and develop their integrity based on the belief
"thought creates". In the mean time many will be rattled and fried as what was up is down or
right is left or wrong is right and everything is mixed up. As several paradigms attempt to occupy
the same space some will merge in harmony and some will merge like bricks smashing together.
This can be a difficult time for old school assumptions about the nature of existence. It may seem
as though worlds are being turned over. AN ability to admit and let go of certain beliefs may help
as well however the big boost is to experience one's own creative power at work. For now the
target playground for experiencing the nature of one's creative power is in team work,
partnership.

For those looking toward stability and safe foundation it is partnership they may want to consider
at this time. With Jupiter's recent Libra ingress, September 9th, it is partnerships for all or many
reasons which individual's will be considering as their optimism will be moving in this direction.
However it is not unusual for individual's to become blinded by their own light when Jupiter is
involved. Now with this new Moon cycle beginning in Libra it's as if Jupiter, or the prospect and
interest in new partnerships, is having it's launching party. As such the individual may consider
not moving too fast, to double check their situations, to review their options before making
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decisions which require assets to be placed on the table. It is for certain that this is a good time to
consider partnerships if one has been contemplating this idea previously. There will likely be
new opportunities. In terms of physical security and partnership there is an attraction and perhaps
luring into partnership for the acquirement of this type of value. Individuals need merely to seek
foundational steadiness and simplicity to ensure their partnership direction is a good one. If
things seem complicated or even deceptive then it is most likely a good idea to sort this out
before making a decision or getting more involved.

SunSign

With this Moon cycle beginning in Libra the focus will be on trusting and valuing spontaneous
harmony with another. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted
from the perspective of recognizing remembering and choosing harmony with another
spontaneously in the moment. Such experience supports powerful relationships which resonate
toward balance and harmony in all portions of life. An evolution of self awareness occurs as this
area of harmony and balance is noticed and valued. Those born under the Sun sign Libra have a
natural propensity to harmony and balance. Not to exclude others as we all have Libra
somewhere in our personal astrology charts. Here is a simplified list intended to indicate where
each Sun sign would experience a cherishing of harmony in a natural way. There are many
accents in each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an
apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases we will see personal
alignments which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is
to clarify the basic inclination toward spontaneous harmony of each Sun sign and thus create
added meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I experience harmony with others by...

Virgo: paying attention to the security and comfort my relationships allow me to experience.

Leo: how I choose to communicate and share ideas.

Cancer: understanding how my feelings about relationship experiences imply self definition.

Gemini: enjoying a spontaneous moment with another.

Taurus: being self responsible in my relating experiences.

Aries: trusting and responding within the spontaneous moment with another.

Pisces: allowing my partnerships to lead me somewhere special.

Aquarius: discovering how joy of sharing with another leads me to an expanded awareness.

Capricorn: enjoying my work and experiencing the spontaneous sharing I experience with the
public.

Sagittarius: being connected and conversational when interacting socially.

Scorpio: knowing and accepting that the quality of harmony I experience is in resonance with a
vast social network.
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Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***
Fourteen Period Format

The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.
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October 15th

December 3rd, 4th, 5th, & 6th

January 5th

February 28th & March 1st

March 11th & 12th

April 10th, 11th & 12th

June 2nd, 3rd, & 4th

July 6th & 7th

September 1st & 2nd

September 13th & 14th
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To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.
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01 Friday September 30th 5:04 AM EST - new Moon in Libra

02 Sunday October 2nd - Moon enters Scorpio 3:44 PM

03 Wednesday October 5th - Moon enters Sagittarius 4:27 AM

Events affecting an individual's relationships are likely occurring. New relations have begun in
some cases as these dynamics will facilitate the parallel energy experiences prominent now. The
nature of relationship is to parallel and echo one's own assume uniqueness character and
experiences. Jupiter's recent Libra ingress on September 9th makes this Libra Moon cycle all the
more unique, an exaggeration of all things Libra. This Moon cycle in Libra could trigger
partnership dynamics which play out over the next year. Clarity in partnerships increased for
many between February 14th 2014 through November 11th 2015 when the Moon's north node
made a transit Libra. This transit was an opportunity for partnerships to become stronger and
increasingly refined as independent nature was realized as a ineffective way of moving forward
with harmonious life experiences. The independant individual was shown that their greatest and
most valued experiences involved others who were more similar to them then they perhaps
previously realized. The Moon's north node now in Virgo is also assisting those who value
partnership and can see it as supportive to their independence as opposed to threatening it as
elevated trust is naturally rationalization. Once individual's are clear their thoughts create they
will be able to see how partners are reflections of themselves. Now with this new Moon
launching Jupiter in Libra sort of speak an increase in accessing harmony in all relationship
experiences is becoming available.

Relationships recently engaged can become more important now in that the individual through
the relationship dynamic experiences a deeper sense of what something is about. An innate
feeling that these relationship are more important than one may typically have sensed occurs.
One may find themselves continuing to process some situation until they can justify the
relationship dynamic to their satisfaction. How many alternative ways can a relationship
experience be rationalized in order to be accepting of how one truly feels? A willingness to
consider certain rules which affect what is to be done and it is not to be done may be more
passable or acceptable. These rules will be important to some because they affect what one feels
to be their property or some how connected to their security. A willingness to share values with a
partner may for example be considered from the perspective of accepting their rules. Power
feelings can be occurring to some who have a particular focus on their partnership in terms of
what they feel the partnership needs to do. Some partnerships may experience an intense fantasy
where they both are deeply involved in some kind of make believe. The depth of this experience
may be exaggerated now however it is not to assumed that this intense shared feeling will
continue, at least not in the way it is today. It does however offer individuals involved an
opportunity to get to the bottom of something.

A relation may be influencing how one negotiates or chooses their method of getting things done.
Simple things like regular daily or weekly errands seem now to require a strict exact
consideration as it may seem that any lesser approach will cause one to fall behind. Getting
things done requires an ability to have one's mind focused and their interactions in relation to

Mercury ingress Libra October 7th 3:57 AM
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what is deemed appropriate. Choosing to be cooperative allows the individual to expedite their
daily routine in an effective way. A big idea may be to have another do some task for you as they
are headed in that direction anyway. An ability to understand and relate clearly with others will
work very for getting things done. Daily errands for example will be more effectively taken care
of if the individual will pay close attention to how those they deal have similar concerns as they
themselves do. Another advantage to accomplishing one's tasks is to focus on those things which
are important to both self and partner. A plan where both are working on the same idea can be
more effectively dealt with as they share the same specific rules. Ideally partners will be able to
discern what is appropriate for them as a partnership concern and discard or de-prioritize things
which are not a mutual concern. It may be important for some to avoid burying themselves in
issues which are solely related to public image or reputation. This is a good time instead to
prioritize clarity between self and partner in terms of the ideas and beliefs shared.

A relationship experience can cause an individual to redefine themselves. They will see
themselves differently as if their relationship is some sort of a testimonial. From the extent that
one's home base is a shared experience an increase in get to it energy can occur. Things which
require more than a single person to be involved can be more active and effective. Team wok at
home can be a good idea now as it will allow one's energy as an individual to move. Many things
assumed to be real are not, or are they? The crushing defeat of what was assumed to be so real is
continuing. The ability to find a system, a social system, that is effective and functional is
important as things may have been changed? It may for some feel like crunch time as they work
to stay on track and on schedule. The need to respect non-reversible changes in the system one
has become use to working with is at hand. Yet this is accompanied by a huge charge in creative
thinking, solutions by those who are adventureous and imaginative also occurs. Ideally the
individual will accept that the expected and assumed path is gone, say by by, and that new
solutions and methods are the new way. Again as this is the theme for this Libra Moon cycle,
partners will find their challenges and adventures to be shared, or at the very least their dynamics
will parallel each others experiences.

Group events which reflect newly acquired values may justify social plans. An urge or means by
which a personal relationship can become more public or can be expanded to include others may
is one way this can happen. A sense of humor or joy can be driving the expansion. The manner in
which a one on one relationship can be come more social occurs. Relationships and friendships
will become increasingly important to some and as such a feeling that one is missing such
connections can occur. If there are already in place several friendships then these will be come
more interesting or valuable to many in the circle. Some clever and even ingenious ways of
collaborating and making events happen can be buzzing the imagination of some. Some may feel
their friends or peers need to have their boundaries redefined or adjusted. Or what was a
friendship is beginning to feel like it is being limited by too many boundaries and rules.
Ultimately the individual will discover the freedom of being an individual first and allowing their
friendship relationships to be harmonious with this sense of freedom as it is extended to others as
well as ones self. There are creative ways to bring people together and either fix wanning
friendships or to create new ones. This is really can be a time where people enjoy sharing their
experiences and discoveries with others and hence they will create opportunities to so.

04 Friday October 7th - Moon enters Capricorn 4:41 PM

05 Monday October 10th - Moon enters Aquarius 2:34 AM

06 Wednesday October 12th - Moon enters Pisces 8:44 AM
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One's sense of what they are responsible for can shift depending on whether or not they are
considering these independantly or within the context of a relationship. For some it may seem as
if their version of reality is collapsing, something which will be very real to them is perhaps no
so at all, and this can affect how their responsibilities are understood and inturn affect the
dynamic in their relationship as they sort out what is a shared responsibility. It can be very
confusing. Some may alleviate this by simple wishing everyone well and where appropriate
allowing them to experience what they appear to be creating for themselves. Some rather
shocking event may occur causing some individuals to come out of their shell and express their
will, with support of a partner this can bring a sense of freedom to both involved. An unexpected
incident can free one from a limiting partnership, one's will is suddenly freed. A shared dellusion
or fantasy may have to go as someone is suddenly seeing them self in an independent way.
Insights into the spiritual nature of one's life can also occur as the individual is able to feel deeply
and experience greater clarity into the reason behind long held beliefs. This clarity can intern
affect the dynamics within their partnership as justifications and reasons are mixed and stirred.
The real reason for a partnership is however more clearly understood. It is important the
individual is aware emotions when trusted will lead them to the beliefs they are most needing to
look at.

Unlikely friendships and partnerships may form this Moon cycle, September 30th to October
30th. Also a partnership or friendship may suddenly disappear. The reason for the formation or
demise is in the actions one takes as these actions imply what is significant and what is not.
Actions speak louder than words sort of thing. The need to take steps toward a goal for example
may surprise or cause distain in another or on the other hand may be seen in an agreeable way.
The degree to which one's action plan is dependant on what their partner does is also significant.
Actions of an independent nature by either party can result in a solid partnership experience as
being reflective of the partnership being fundamentally based on respecting, admiring, and
expecting, such independent actions. Most likely relationships affected will share a common
objective or goal. Partnership can be tested if one acts independently in a manner which threatens
the integrity of what they typically share. Ideally the reactive individual will find the emotional
connection between some forgotten or lost idea or thought and begin to see a bigger picture thus
taking the pressure off the need to act on their own. The need to get something moving in terms
of progessing one's mission or agenda forward may be headed into some challenging territory as
many things are changing meaning the area of concern is being re mapped or redrawn. Creativity
is high in terms of being reactive, the individual as such must be wise to examine their choices
carefully as opposed to merely being agressive.

07 Friday October 14th - Moon enters Aries 11:09 AM
Full Moon Aries Sunday October 16th 12:24 AM

08 Sunday October 16th - Moon enters Taurus 11:05 AM

The individual who feels increased energy while comforted with security is likely the beneficiary
of a solid and happy partnership. The goal of partnership is security, at least that is what is
motivating and concerning many at this time. Our relationship, or partnership, with the Earth is
also included and where else can we qualify fundamental security but through our harmonious
relationship with the Earth. When we embrace this partnership, with the Earth, our innate sense
of security becomes founded in a congruent expanded common sense. There may be some who

Venus ingress Sagittarius October 18th 3:02 AM
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feel it is important to protect the Earth and her organic creatures from the ravishes of greed. The
inner protector within each individual is given the opportunity to be awakened, many have
already stepped forward and begun some sort of mission with the betterment of Earth and her
creatures in mind. As humans our relationships, partnerships, are extensions of our love
relationship with the Earth. We can see this in our sensual nature and in how our species, any
species, is sustained. There is a special consideration of the organic sensual quality of each
individual which may rise as the Moon transits Taurus, a passion and longing for a sensual
experience which can confirm our deep connection to the Earth.

The mechanical nature of our mind can be revealed via partnership experiences simply by
noticing the link between ones self and a partner. One thinks something and the other says it,
finishing each others sentences, as examples. When we consider this from the perspective that
our mind is a part of our body or is linked to the physical we can see how our physical
experiences, our bodies experiences, are linked in our partnership. At this time there is a need for
paying attention to one's mental focus and staying on track with what is being talked about. Ideas
are to be relevant, relevant meaning the ideas can be put into action. Also words and
conversation must be about some actions already in process or an agenda which is actively
engaged. Our partnership experiences can employ this astute prudent focus. Ideas are considered
telepathically however this may not be as recognized to the degree that it is occurring. Simply by
considering the telepathic nature of ideas in a relationship it may become more noticed. Once it
is noticed the absence of it will also be noticed. There may be some who can become jarred by
the words of another if they lack focus or their words are not about real action and real priority.
What motivates the words of another may become the source of concern as unclear
communication can be disturbing when minds are linked.

Sensitivity concerning one's public reputation may rise. Depending on the partnership dynamic
one is involved with an emotional significance is given to how they are publicly perceived. This
partnership dynamic can also affect the goal and aspirations and thus agenda of the individual. A
need to get right with what is absolute and most real in terms of one's bigger plan may be the key
to creating effective harmony with a partner. Once an individual is clear about their partnership
and their goal, their agenda is more naturally formulated, their sensitivity when dealing with the
public becomes a great asset. Somebody's aggressive actions can be having an effect on others
which they do not seem to be completely aware of. Homes or domestic situations may be
affected by someone who is moving forward aggressively with their mission or personal project.
Actions by some may be attributed to changes in how social systems run. Perhaps they were not
initially aware there were changes so now are reacting in an aggressive way. Or this can show up
as an individual who is on track with their agenda and project and are able to be creative as they
move and groove with new things and changes which continue to occur. It is one's sensitivity
which acts as an information qualifier, when they feel sensitive about something they check into
it and get a bigger picture. This bigger picture assists them in making decisions unique to the
situation they find themselves facing.

09 Tuesday October 18th - Moon enters Gemini 10:31 AM

10 Thursday October 20th - Moon enters Cancer 11:29 AM

11 Saturday October 22nd - Moon enters Leo 3:35 PM
Sun Scorpio ingress Saturday October 22nd 7:47 PM
Jupiter in Libra quincunx Neptune Pisces Sunday October 23rd 9:34 AM
Mercury ingress Scorpio October 24th 4:47 PM
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Real harmony in one's personal partnership experience leads and facilitates a natural leadership
quality with peers and friends. A freedom to express one's imagined ideas can be not only
entertaining but special and inspirational. A natural ability to easily speak or share ideas about
anything without losing realistic perspective is present. Some ideas may sound and appear far out
yet the placement of the idea within the mutually accepted paradigm is done so naturally that
such far out thoughts are considered from new perspectives by others whom the ideas are shared
with. If partnership harmony is not present or less than ideal it can be challenging for the
individual to stay within the bounds of the socially shared paradigm, an insistence that some
strange idea is acceptable to all in one's social group is assumed yet may not be so. The feeling
that one's innate sense of safety is threatened can be felt as well. On the other hand an individual
who is involved in a harmonious happy partnership experience can feel like a grounding rod,
able to take lightning strikes as ideas are played with, and yet remain friendly and enjoyable to
speak with.

The need to separate reality from fantasy continues. Many things considered to be true reality are
turning out to be, well questioned. What is real? If there is confusion now the individual will do
well to prioritize their health and make good with what their body knows is best for them. What a
person remembers about about historical record and is documented may be different than what is
being shown, and if so then what is correct? Many confusions and anxiety may be attributed to
nostalgia, an attachment to how one remembers their past experience. The idea of absolute as it
applies to one's need to find stability and health can be considered from the idea that thought
creates. Thought creates as an absolute truth extends and implies that all is energy and is
manipulatable, as in the past is manipulatable. Reliving the past from a perspective which frees
one from an apparent abusive authority is an effective way of shifting one's health in the present.
Past realizations about past partnership, or current experiences, may now reoccur as it can seem
as if someone was mistaken. Again the need to be realistic will most likely include the need to
know and understand how everything is real and how realities can be changed through intention
power and focused thought. The best medicine as such is to feel and envision one's own
impeccable health.

As the Sun returns to Libra a feeling about partnership can easily be present in the individual as
they either review a recent experience or enjoy a current one. Either way some partnership
dynamic some partnership realization may have recently occurred. With Jupiter currently
transiting Libra (September 2016 thru October 2017) this current Libra Moon cycle can sort of
be a launching date for some partnership experiences. The individual in many cases will be
excited about experiencing a partnership experience they have been thinking about, perhaps
desiring, perhaps avoiding. Either way it is experiencing one's creative power via a partnership
experience. This Moon cycle will likely be influenced by the Moon's node transit of Pisces/Virgo
indicating a need or challenge to become clear as to what is real and what is assumed or
delusional. This can also be a time of becoming aware of the flexible or manipulatable nature of
existence. Partners will do well when they accept what is happening now today as opposed to
what someone did in the past as it becomes increasingly evident that individuals in partnerships
may very well be remembering different versions of past events.

The sense that it is time to buckle down and get good with focused prudent decisions regarding

12 Monday October 24th - Moon enters Virgo 11:17 PM

13 Thursday October 27th - Moon enters Libra 9:52 AM

14 Saturday October 29th - Moon enters Scorpio 10:02 PM
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one's security will be a main theme of the upcoming Moon cycle. The wonderful thing which
makes this effective is that there is an attraction to being strict, a pleasure in being discerning, a
charm in being astute, these things making it fun to be serious. This may seem a bit strange and
non typical yet if this strangeness can be temporarily ignored and the impulse to get into clarity
regarding security followed passionately the individual can do important things now which will
pay off in the near future. There is also good energy and motivation for the individual to move
ahead with their mission or project, especially if it is work related. A recent run in with some non
negotiable force may have assisted some in realizing what they must do and what is a sense less
to do, thus giving them a more effective route in which to engage and take action. Partnership
dynamics remain active, some partnerships will be engaged in security seeking dynamics as a
signal or message that the partnership is important to them. Ideally the coming Moon cycle will
assist individuals in understanding and accepting how sharing values is a natural impulse and
will create harmony and pleasure on many levels.

Next new Moon in Scorpio Sunday October 30th 1:39 PM EST

(905) 665-9000

For more info r Astrology consultations goto:rmation about Soulsta

Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php

SoulstarAstrology.com

PathfinderReport,com

Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.

***
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William Oulton
September 30th  2016

Sample Intentions for
New Moon Friday September 30th 2016 8:13 PM EST

01 Together as partners we are happier and more effective.

02 I am steady and clear in my perception of my relationships.

03 I pay attention to my emotional reactions concerning partnership.

04 My partner and I support each other by accepting and trusting that our energy and beliefs
are in sync.

05 There is an advantage to sharing values within our partnership.

06 I am effective at how I schedule and prioritize my time and energy.

07 I am sticking to necessary interactions and conversations.

08 Changes which are assisting me at knowing more about myself.

09 I am able to focus on things which are to be done at home.

10 I enjoy freedom while being particular as to what is my specific concern.

11 With the support of my partner I am able to discern delusion and fantasy and focus
effectively on responsibilities.

12 Partnership harmony affects my impulsive self, I am able to naturally hold a foundational
space.

13 I focus on things which are connected to my well being and health as opposed to being
distracted by too much fantasy.

14 My partner and I have created a steady stable sense of comfort.

15 The space my partner and I share is extended to the physical values and property we
share.

16 I am appropriate and concise with my words.

17 My partner and I communicate with clearly.

18 My sensitivity assists with my professional objectives.

19 I am able to admire my friends and peers in ways they are perhaps unaware of.

20 When things are confusing and I feel overwhelmed I focus on my body and health.

21 I love to do daily exercise.


